
Jeff Goldberg 	 5/17/79 Ataaseinatioa Info. Buxom 
1322 18 Ot.. NV, #21 
Washington, D.C. 2LV36 

Dear Jeff, 

Prom Paul I received tbe three pages of your two lists of Hau exhibits of which you have made slides, I Lae want some of the slides, so I'd like to know how much they are. 
before gotee over the entire list I started to make ese marts alamgaide of those in which 
I eight have interest and then re*Lisei that I have a possiblee use for the lists themselves 
in FOIA cease. SO, if you have mireographed your lists I'd appreciate dx copies. If you 
have to xeraz those, 1 and I'll do the merte:oaroxing here. 

UMW that the numbers in isms repreeemeethe BMA's oft:Woos. If I ok 
would you please let be know? Also if by 	you have tps, other numbers. 

BOW of them relate to ehatmeswIthbeld frau= under/VIA requeete. 
14ing1ItMee it that 3 tea 4 ere Joe LOMAX. Are they fun from, or creme/knee I'd like a slide of 3. I'd like to see the other two and will return thins if they dupli-cate what I have. I'd Like to eves 10 to determine whether it is identical with the use I 

got in CA 718-70, If as I'll return it. (You SWAM brae that U so it is a staged rather 
than an actual picture, as the block in it should have told USCA and as I state where it 
&wears in Prammeip. I'd like to see 11 to determine its fidelity and the area it covers. 
Do you know its antecedents, when Wm, by whom, sta.? between 4/4/68 and last year there 
were alteratives. I'd like to see 23s tee. 

I presume retreats* that your deteriptiems are eeneltuen7. Are not you the people ebo joined in' tine claim that it would be proper to use the word walleese vithlegerd to LBO? AWamissiOlo bundle when there Jena star between it and the crime? key's transentices with his brothers in Creeds when emit iver brother was there? And all that bunk rOblemerremeense? 
(TRW resdaulanwe When I wrote4beteen's father through you I asked you to forward 

my letter. Tour response wee that you'd sand mybost wishes, etc. I have not heard from 
his feature, DID you easiest letter, as I arkad?) 

I have mode some slides of the JR exhibits front the preen hatedowts. If yours are 
clearer I'd like to keep these Some I any not homer 1, 6,8, 11, 29 and 3). 

I as particularly interested in the Nmhanner bead "pews, one in particular I saw 
=TV. It is a side view, I. think free the right, showing the locatIn  of freguents. 

Teer list *Minot include stet I  regard as significant. Perhaps because it was too 
eigoifleanat tar A. Howard eoffeen noticed in the Cies* Panel report tea® idenirificatton 
of a 6.5ns frespent at that** of the bead*  law. Is there any representation of tbis in 
any of the evidence? 

If you obtained dupes of the two NOOWMaft pro lid erppreedato copiers of them if the 
first shows a different proportion or that part of the top was removed. (In Photo. WV I 
go into the fast shuffling  of her pie, with both 82 and= involved4ased an what wes 
tben available. I presume more is now.) 

I do not know the forever moor& is takine but if yea prepare a list of exhibits 
orwiteeeeee j the volume in which thee/testimony appear I'd lite a copy of that. I regard 
most of this stuff so a waste of time but I do have selective iatereets, depaudiug on the 
exhibit amd its coerce end the eitneee. And wimple of this with the witnesses* is GUI MR and 
his report, which duplicates my IOU efforts of a &Cede and eurtaugh, whose expert description of the nature of the PMI's Kies investigation confirms ref swelter one (taxi thus of possible 
PVIA uses), If any further Guinn info has come out it is ref interest. 

Thanks, 


